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Misunderstood
Will And The People

This is the first song I tabbed, so I hope it`s ok
I couldn`t find any lyrics, so I had to write them down myself. I don`t know if
they are correct.
------------------------------------------------------------------

Standard tuning
No Capo

C
Is it aimed at me or not 
Am
Give me the right to know what I`ve got
F
Cause I don`t care what you think of me
G
That I`m using abusing what you gave to me

C
Cause I do this yeah and it means that
Am
I smoke a rollie and now you think I must be shotting crack
F
Now I`m down for you every day I do
G
I Play my guitar and do the serenade for two

Dm                        G                       C   (C/B) Am
I`m finding life a little harder than usual I feel misunderstood
Dm                        G                        C     (C/B)     Am
In what I do I`ve got to get your approval and I, I don`t think I should show
you
Dm                        G                     C         (C/B) Am
Cause maybe baby I would just go crazy are you feeling misunderstood
Dm                        G                       C       (C/B) Am
I said I`m gonna do this with or without you and I, I told you I would

C
I`m in the open I`m left alone
Am
And it`s okay cause I have grown
F
My problem is I need to talk
G
How can I talk, how can I talk?

C



When I`m out here, you`re in there
Am
In my conclusion you just don`t care
F
I`m gonna do this with you or not
G
Could use your help though, you`re all I`ve got

Dm                        G                       C   (C/B) Am
I`m finding life a little harder than usual I feel misunderstood
Dm                        G                        C     (C/B)     Am
In what I do I`ve got to get your approval and I, I don`t think I should show
you
Dm                        G                     C         (C/B) Am
Cause maybe baby I would just go crazy are you feeling misunderstood
Dm                        G                       C       (C/B) Am       A
I said I`m gonna do this with or without you and I, I told you I would

D                 A 
Come on now, just come along
Em             A                  D                          A
Cause am I not old enough to know the difference between what`s right and wrong?
Em                         A
You`re thinking smooth I`m thinking rough

Dm                        G                       C   (C/B) Am
I`m finding life a little harder than usual I feel misunderstood
Dm                        G                        C     (C/B)     Am
In what I do I`ve got to get your approval and I, I don`t think I should show
you
Dm                        G                     C         (C/B) Am
Cause maybe baby I would just go crazy are you feeling misunderstood
Dm                        G                       C       (C/B) Am
I said I`m gonna do this with or without you and I, I told you I would


